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SpinnerElement 3+Ways (#20-21)

#spinnerelement3pluswaysjohnbead #spinnerelement3pluswaysntaj

[I’m a fan of movement in wire jewelry, and this element is no exception! Learn to create both this double-wrap keychain finding and 
a just-long-enough barbell link, and then combine them into three [or more] goodies for you and the fam: bracelet and pendant 
focals, statement earrings, and even a keychain or fidget toy! Let’s explore these and more together!]

Materials Tools

-Aluminum Wire, 12 gauge
 -Turquoise [SKU 74720001-07]

-John Bead Pro Line Pliers/Cutter Set [SKU 74527341]
 -Round nose [SKU 74527301]
 -Chain nose [SKU 74527300]
 -Side-cutter [SKU 74527320]
-Nylon Jaw Pliers [SKU 74527322]
-Metal Complex Hammer, nylon [SKU 74529456]
-Metal Complex Bench-block, 4” [SKU 74529401]
-SpinnerElement 3+Ways pattern [Hand Tool version @ Bead 
 Projects & PDF’s from John Bead Facebook group] or [Jig 
 version @ www.BrendaSchweder.Etsy.com]
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Directions

Create the SpinnerElement SplitRing
     1.  Cut a 12” length of 12-gauge aluminum wire. 
     2.  Referencing the SpinnerElement SplitRing Setup, form a large SplitRing around a 1.5” Round.
     3.  Cut each end on a sharp diagonal as per the pattern and deburr the ends with a needle file. 
     4.  Hammer the SplitRing on its sides against the round form to harden.

Create the Spinner BarBell Link
     1.  Cut a 6” length of 12-gauge aluminum wire. 
     2.  Referencing the SpinnerElement BarbellLink Setup, form the link and tweak the loops to the LollipopOnTop [loop centered atop the straight span] 
          positions. [Note: Optionally, add bead/s onto the link before the final loop is formed.]
     3.  Cut and deburr the ends with a wire rounder or needle file.
     4.  Hammer flat and harden with a nylon hammer and bench block.

Assemble the SpinnerElement
     1.  Open and close one loop of the BarbellLink completely around both SplitRing rings.
     2.  Swing the link to the opposite side of the SplitRing spanning the center, and repeat Step 1 to both rings at opposite.

SpinnerElement 3+Ways (#20-21)
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